In between the two of them was linguist Lorenzo Dow Turner, who would later publish his seminal book on African influences in Gullah, the language spoken by the people of the Sea Islands on the coast of South Carolina and Georgia in the United States (Turner 2003) . Turner was a friend of Frazier, but his scholarly theories were closer to Herskovits'.
Frazier's and Herskovits' opposing visions reached a large readership through the publication in the American Sociological Review of an article by followed by a response by Herskovits (1943) and a counter response by Frazier (1943) . The debate highlighted interesting aspects regarding the way anthropology defines itself as a discipline, different from sociology, as well as the construction of Afro-Brazilian studies as an academic field.
It is the story of tension between an American sociologist and an American anthropologist, both using the services of Brazilian intermediaries and gate keepers, who were themselves interested parties in the contention.
The research also shows how already at that time the style and language at the Museu da Ciência; the Arthur Ramos archive at the Biblioteca Nacional; the Archives of the Museu Nacional, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. It also attempts a careful reading of footnotes, introductions, book reviews and acknowledgements relating to anything Brazilian in the work of Lorenzo Turner (Lorenzo), Melville Herskovits (Mel, his nickname, or MH) and, Franklin E. Frazier (Frazier) . I owe a lot to a good set of outstanding specialists that have generously shared with me their data and insights: Kevin Yelvington, David Hellwig, Sally Cole, Anthony Platt and Pol Briand, A special thank goes to David Easterbrook of the Melville Herskovits Library of African Studies at Northwestern University; Eleen Elbashir of Moorland Spingarn Center, Howard University; Amy Staples curator of the archives of the National Museum of African Art; Portia James, curator of the Anacostia Community Museum; Dr. Leopold of the National Anthropological Archive of the Smithsonian Institution, and Professor Jean Herskovits. Thanks also to Scot French of the Carter Woodson Institute of the University of Virginia for his assistance on digital history and archives. A special thank goes to Alcione Amos of the Anacostia Community Museum, without whom this paper would have never been written. A slightly shorter version of this paper will appear in the US journal Black Scholar.
of sociologists and anthropologists -drier or sober for the former and emphatically romantic for the latter -related to radically different approaches to the same phenomenon, in this case, the "origins" and causality of black cultural forms in the New World. Was black culture and family structure the result of slavery and later the adjustment to poverty? Or was it the result of Africanisms, the traditional African forms of life and culture adapted to life in the New World? Beyond these two approaches there are different perspectives on the antiracist struggle. The anthropologist (Herskovits) and the linguist (Turner) stressing cultural differences and considering the strength of culture and its capacity to be resilient to change, versus the sociologist (Frazier) emphasizing the universality of the human condition and the intrinsic changing character of all cultural and social forms. They were stressing cultural diversity versus emphasizing the universality of the human condition; the black person as deserving respect because his culture and personality are intrinsically different or, to the contrary, because he is a human being as any other. Such attitudes, I reiterate, are associated to different political agendas and positioning. The point of difference is how freedom from racism is seen as resulting from the struggle of individuals against it, or as the result of acknowledging the differences and the distinction of black people's culture -which was mostly seen at the time as a collective without individuality.
Reconstructing the research of these three scholars in Brazil, especially around the city of Salvador, Bahia, is important to understand the period that preceded the choice of Brazil as the site for the first large research project by the UNESCO in the early fifties. This project was meant to support empirically the famous UNESCO Statement on Race which came out in 1950 3 as a reaction to the Holocaust and the monstrosity of WWII first and the declaration of apartheid in 1948. The idea behind the research project was to prove that race relations could be harmonious. Central to this project were the activities of Alfred Métraux at UNESCO which aimed at developing a global antiracist agenda. Such UNESCO effort proved to be a major boost to the making of and authority in the candomblé religious system in Bahia and elsewhere so cleverly described by Beatriz Gois Dantas (1988) and others.
A careful look at the proceedings of the Congress reveals a singular combination of the so-called regional intellectuals, nationally renowned intellectuals, and international scholars. Herskovits, unable to attend, sent a paper to be read on his behalf. His paper, presented as a keynote speech, would eventually be the first one in the collection of selected papers published in book format (see Yelvington 2007) . (accessed Feb. 24, 2011) 10 More information at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/It%27s_All_True_%28film%29\ (accessed Feb. 24, 2011) 11 See the film at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JSBxYcxnhf8 (accessed Feb. 24, 2011) invitations from academic institutions if it meant he would be subjected to Frazier had already gained acceptance in certain circles of the academic world and even within the Roosevelt government. He came to Brazil to lecture on his book and on the situation of the black population in the United States, but also to collect material to back his theory that it had been slavery and adaptation to poverty, that had influenced the family structure of the black population. For that purpose he traveled straight into one of the regions of the New World that, according to Herskovits, were the strongest depository of "Africanisms" -the city of Salvador and especially the community around one of the most traditional candomblé houses of worship, the Gantois.
In his Bahian expedition he profited from the network laid out by his fellow under uncertain social conditions and was a survival strategy of the poor in many parts of the globe much more than the result of any cultural pattern.
As is well known this sociology (Frazier) formant. This is the method he had used in his research on the black family and church in the United States. It seems to suggest that Frazier meant this short but intensive fieldwork as a pilot study to be continued and expanded.
It is as though he had plans to get back to the same informants at some point. Frazier, because they were black, did not need to take such formal positions in order to gain acceptance in the candomblé community.
Last but not least, the three scholars differed in the way they photographed their subjects. When we compare the composition of the photographs, Herskovits is never portrayed next to his informants. When there is a portrait of him in Bahia, he is next to his family, fellow anthropologists or José Valladares -his main contact person. Herskovits, moreover, took many more photographs of objects such offers to the gods, magic trees, sculptures of orixás, and musical instruments. He photographed very few of people other than those within the candomblé community. Frazier was twice portrayed next to his informants, even holding the hand of a small child. Turner took photos of ordinary Afro-Brazilians, besides of his informants. He attached a small description to each picture, often referring to the ability of the subject to speak Yoruba or another African language.
They also differed in terms of the antiracist agenda. Turner and Frazier were not only black scholars with an antiracist agenda; they were also interested in meeting important black people, the black elite. Herskovits had an antiracist agenda of his own, but was much less interested in black agency and even less so in the black elite (see, among others, Gershenhorn 2004).
One can imagine that he preferred "authenticity" in Africanisms rather than people who behaved in many ways as white intellectuals or the white upper class would. , and yet be interested in the future of post-independence Africa for the rest of their life. They would both contribute to the special issue of the journal Présence Africaine edited in book format and dedicated to the theme of American blacks and Africa ( Frazier 1958; Turner 1958) . Brazilian thought. It also stressed the universality of the human condition rather than cultural differences, and claimed a valuable place for blacks within modernity (Platt 1990 (Platt , 1991 (Platt and 1996 Teele ed. 2002) .
In short, as can be seen from his notes at the Moorland-Spingarn
Research Center at Howard University, from the 1940's to the end his life
Frazier resented deeply all the obstacles he experienced and that prevented him from becoming the universal scholar he had certainly hoped to be In spite of these important differences, these three scholars also had a number of key similarities. They used their experience and findings in Bahia and Brazil generally as a stepping stone in the founding of African studies in the United States. Turner and Frazier played a key and pioneering role in the establishment of departments of African studies at Fisk (Turner, in 1943) and Howard (Frazier, of their studies as they had proposed when applying for funding applications for their Brazilian research. They never wrote a book on Bahia as they had planned.
Bahia was to them a test case of a hypotheses generated within the American political, moral, and racial context. The fact was that black speech and the black family structure were American concerns, not Brazilian. Then and now, scholars and laymen agree that there is no "Black Portuguese," but indeed the use of a language usually defined as Yoruba in candomblé ceremonies and of a plethora of terms of Bantu origin in the Portuguese spoken in to counteract racial segregation in the United States they were looking for a racial democracy in Brazil and they were given "evidence" of it. In the 1990s
American researchers tended to portray Brazil as a house of horrors (modernity gone wrong) and they were given "evidence" that Brazil was in fact a racial hell 24 . With the advent of the Lula era things changed again and Brazil is now back to being represented as a positive example for the struggle against racial inequalities. A refined perspective on comparative race relations between the US and Brazil, focused on similarities as well as local or national singularities, and a more even and equal relationship between United Statesbased and Brazil-based scholars in this field are still to be developed. 24 In fact, one can argue that the field of ethnic and racial studies has always been a transnational as well as tense scientific field, in spite of the contention of Pierre Bourdieu and Loïc Wacquant that is mostly the result of a more recent internationalization --or even Americanization -of the academic canons. The debate sparked off by the famous Bourdieu and Wacquant article needs to be historicized and has much deeper historical roots than often assumed, deep down the making of the Brazilian nation. See the special issues of the journals Theory Culture and Society (2003) and Estudos Afro-Asiáticos (available on line on www.scielo.br) that were dedicated to debating this polemic article.
